Land Based Oil Drilling Rigs
Hydraulic and Lube Oil Contamination Control
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The Problem
Oil rigs operate in some of the worst conditions imaginable for hydraulic and
lubricating systems. The climate, use of water, pumping tons of slurry, and the regular
use of pressure washers create the perfect storm for contaminant related failures and
oil degradation. With the hydraulic and lube systems frequently loaded with water
and dirt, the most widely used solution is to drain and refill all reservoirs on the rig,
sometimes on a monthly basis. Even though the oil is replaced it quickly becomes
contaminated and there is little or no protection for the mud pumps, draw works,
and hydraulic power units between oil changes. The systems suffer tremendous
wear and surface corrosion as the oil degrades. Eventually and without exception,
those components will fail resulting in huge replacement costs and downtime.

The Costs & Opportunities
Flushing and replacing lubricants on a regular basis as often as every month to two
months generates huge expenses that can easily be prevented. Further, replacing
the hydraulic power, mud pump and draw works components are also costs that
can be avoided. When a main pump alone costs about $4,000 and you’re changing
them 9 times a year, you can see how quickly the costs pile up over a fleet of rigs.
When all factors such as maintenance hours, parts, spent fluid and lost efficiency
and profitability are considered when fluid cleanliness is neglected it’s easy to see
the substantial opportunity to lower operating costs and increase efficiency.

The Solution
Applying a total system cleanliness
approach is necessary to maximize
uptime, extend pump life, extend fluid
life, reduce limited maintenance resource
demands, and reduce fluid replacement
and disposal costs. Installing dedicated
filtration systems and applying the following
strategies can prove to be very effective.
Hy-Pro’s focus was to reduce the oil change
frequency by conditioning both the lube and
hydraulic oils while in service with dedicated
and portable off-line filter equipment. By
maintaining proper fluid cleanliness the
pumps and other components saw drastic
improvement in reliability and longevity.

Step 1
The first step in contamination
removal is to upgrade your filter
elements to Hy-Pro DFE rated
elements. Tested for real-world
conditions under rigorous multipass cycling, DFE Filter Elements
are unmatched in capturing and
retaining contamination and deliver
lower ISO codes (which is what
matters) in the toughest applications.

Step 2
Install Hy-Pro LF Filter housings to mud pumps
and draw works for water control between
Vac-U-Dry servicing and for coarse particulate
control using Hy-Pro glass media water removal
media and a specially designed housing for
the rugged environment. The LF housing can
be easily added to the existing mud pump and
draw work gearbox lubricating line with no
additional pumping or electrical service needed.
Additionally, the installation of Hy-Pro’s BF
Breathers eliminate a source of dirt and
water ingression. Unprotected or underprotected reservoir vent ports can be one
of the worst sources of ingression.

Step 3
The preventive maintenance crew conditioned
an average of one rig per day by transporting
two Vac-U-Dry (VUD) portable oil conditioners
on a trailer. One VUD was used for lube
and one for hydraulic. The VUDs were off
loaded at the rig and quickly put to work
removing dirt and water from the in-service
fluids. Automatic features allow the VUDs to
run unattended while the maintenance crew
went about changing all the filter elements.
By conditioning the oil every 45-60 days, Hy-Pro
was able to drastically improve oil health and
eliminate contamination related oil changes.
This is where the big immediate savings are!

Step 4
High pressure injectors are expensive and
very sensitive to contamination. Rebuilding
a diesel engine after a contamination related
total failure can run $70,000-$80,000 per
unit for downtime and repair costs.
To ensure that high pressure injectors don’t
get damaged and to extend the life of onboard engine filters, Hy-Pro LF and CSD
housings were installed in series to create a
barrier to keep dirt and water from getting
from the bulk tank to the engines.

The Results
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Savings
Before Hy-Pro was brought in, the maintenance
and operating expenses for this rig were
through the roof. After Hy-Pro intervened,
the client saw savings skyrocket for the first
year’s books. More importantly, after the
inital investment in filtration equipment,
subsequent yearly savings increased even more
as expenses continue to decline. The figures
below demonstrate the maintenance and
equipment costs without taking into account
component replacement or downtime costs.

Figure 1 - Oil Cost Summary (30 Rigs)
Year 1 Maintenance Costs
Year 1 Filtration Equipment Costs
Pre Hy-Pro Oil Change Costs

First
Year
Savings

$302,400
$251,364
($1,566,000)

$1,012,236

Figure 2 - Ten Year Savings Estimate (30 Rigs)
10 Year Maintenance Costs
Year 1 Filtration Equipment Costs
Pre Hy-Pro Oil Change Costs (10 Years)

Ten
Year
Savings

$3,024,000
$251,364
($15,660,000)

$12,384,636

